Preservation Awards 2014

• **Categories**
  - Restoration
  - Rehabilitation
  - Addition/New Construction
  - Adaptive Use

• **Selection Jury**
  - Erika Fabisch – Village of Wilmette
  - Ken Itle, Wiss Janney Elstner Associates
  - Kelsey Shipton, Altus Works
  - John Tully, Tully & Associates / Landmarks Illinois
John & Laura Connelly
Magner-Manalang Architects
Michael J. Parker

208 South Cuyler Avenue
BEFORE
Restoration – Siding, Windows
Addition – Side and Rear Dormers
208 South Cuyler Avenue
AFTER
Restoration – Siding, Windows
Addition – Side and Rear Dormers
178 Forest Avenue
BEFORE – 1928
Restoration – Slate Roof, Windows, Decorative Limestone and Wood Portico

Nineteenth Century Charitable Association
Fortune Restoration
Renaissance Roofing
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178 Forest Avenue
BEFORE
Restoration – Slate Roof, Windows, Decorative Limestone and Wood Portico
Wesley & Kate McMillan
Errol Jay Kirsch Architects
Bonterra Inc.

239 South Grove Avenue
BEFORE
Restoration – Siding
239 South Grove Avenue
AFTER
Restoration – Siding

Wesley & Kate McMillan
Errol Jay Kirsch
Architects
Bonterra Inc.
Mike & Beverly Kralovec
Wicklow Development Group

309 Linden Avenue
BEFORE
Special Recognition – Fire Restoration
Mike & Beverly Kralovec

Wicklow Development Group

309 Linden Avenue
BEFORE
Special Recognition – Fire Restoration
309 Linden Avenue
AFTER
Special Recognition – Fire Restoration
Mike & Beverly Kralovec
Wicklow Development Group

309 Linden Avenue
AFTER
Special Recognition – Fire Restoration
Patricia Vizzone
Ken Vizzone

212 North Lombard Avenue
BEFORE
Rehabilitation – House
212 North Lombard Avenue
BEFORE
Rehabilitation – House
Patricia Vizzone
Ken Vizzone

212 North Lombard Avenue
AFTER
Rehabilitation – House
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Interfaith Housing Corporation
Weese, Langley, Weese Architects
McShane Construction

820 Madison / 442 South Grove
BEFORE
Adaptive Use – Grove Apartments
Interfaith Housing Corporation

Weese, Langley, Weese Architects

McShane Construction
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Interfaith Housing Corporation
Weese, Langley, Weese Architects
McShane Construction

820 Madison / 442 South Grove
AFTER
Adaptive Use – Grove Apartments
106 Partners
Jef + Associates
All High Work

100-106 South Oak Park Avenue
BEFORE
Rehabilitation/Addition - Commercial
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BEFORE
Rehabilitation/Addition - Commercial
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THANK YOU
owners, architects and contractors
whose significant investment continues to benefit
all of Oak Park.